• Human eSources founded
• Do What You Are online assessment launched
• Partnership with Bridges Transitions (became XAP)
• Partnership with Naviance (became Hobsons)
• Partnership with Keys to Succeed (International)
• The Learning Style and PEPS Learning Style Inventory online assessment launched
• Kendall Hunt license/partnership
• College & Career Success online textbook launched
• MI Advantage online assessment launched
• Partnership with CollegeOnTrack (became Maia Learning)
• CollegeScope online textbook launched
• Exceeded 1 million annual assessments
• CollegeScope wins AACC Innovation Award
• 20th anniversary
• AchieveWORKS assessments launched
• AchieveWORKS Skills launched
• CollegeScope CODiE award finalist
• TruTalent Adult Assessments launched